DEF CON XXI HUMAN BADGE CHALLENGE

Contests? You like contests? Here's a contest. Find all the other contests in the puzzle below. Once you've done that, solve the rest of the puzzle for prizes galore!

Once you have solved the puzzle go to our contest entry page to enter. http://preview.tinyurl.com/DC21Puzzle

There’s more than one way to win!

- If you enter the correct answer for the first stage you will be entered into the drawing for a free DEF CON 21 T-shirt, redeemable at DEF CON 21!

- If you enter the correct answer to the second stage you are entered in the drawing to win a DEF CON 21 T-shirt and a Human Badge! That means you can save your money for having fun in Las Vegas, AND you get to skip the badge line!

Words to search for:

BEVERAGECOOLING
BLACKBAG
CAPTURETHEFLAG
CRACKMEIFYOUCAN
CRASHANDCOMPILE
DARKNETPROJECT
EXPLOITHACKATHON
HACKERJEOPARDY
HACKFORTRESS
NETWORKFORENSICS
PIMPMYRASCAL
SCAVENGERHUNT
SCHMAVERSECHAMP
SHORTSTORY
SPOTTHEFED
TAMPEREVIDENT
TENKCENTPYRAMID
WALLOFSHEEP

To submit your answers, go here:
http://preview.tinyurl.com/DC21Puzzle

We’d like to thank @DarthNull, for his help in coming up with this Challenge. We can’t wait to see you guys in Vegas! Good luck, and thanks for playing!